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The dominance axiom states that the dissimilar-

ity of a pair of stimuli differing on two dimen-
sions must exceed the dissimilarities of the

corresponding pairs of stimuli that differ on only
one of the dimensions. This axiom is presented as
a test of dissimilarity data to determine if the
dimensions of the perceptual space are perceived
independently, and as a diagnostic tool in assessing
the INDSCAL model’s assumption of independent
dimensions. The general recognition theory of
similarity, which contains both the three-mode and
INDSCAL multidimensional scaling models as spe-
cial cases, is used to motivate the test. It is shown
that general recognition theory predicts consistent
violations of the dominance axiom with dependent

dimensions, but not independent dimensions. A
consistent pattern of violations of dominance sug-
gests that the three-mode model is most appropri-
ate. When the test of dominance is satisfied, the
INDSCAL model is appropriate for the data. A
simulation study was conducted to examine the
pattern of violations of the dominance axiom
when varying degrees of perceptual dependence
exist. An examination of dissimilarity data from
a study of the size-weight illusion revealed the
expected pattern of violations of the dominance
axiom. Index terms: dominance axiom, general
recognition theory, INDSCAL, MDS, perceptual indepen-
dence, tiaree-mode model.

The selection of a multidimensional scaling (MDS) model is influenced by the model’s assump-
tions about the perceptual space. For example, the Simple Euclidean scaling model (McGee, 1968)
assumes that the dimensions are perceived independently by each person and weighted equally across
people. The Weighted Euclidean scaling model (or the INDSCAL model; Carroll & Chang, 1970; Ho-
ran, 1969) also assumes that the dimensions are perceived independently by each person; however,
differential weighting of the dimensions is allowed by each person, and these weights can vary across
people. Finally, the General Euclidean scaling model (or the three-mode model; Carroll & Wish, 1974;
Tucker, 1972) does not assume that people perceive the dimensions independently. This model allows
for differential weighting of dimensions by each person, differential degrees of dependency between
pairs of dimensions within each person’s representation, and it allows the dimension weights and
degrees of dependency to vary across people.

There are several three-mode models, and each has unique properties and interpretations (Blox-
om, 1978; Carroll & Chang, 1972; Young & Lewyckyj, 1979). Because the differences between the
various three-mode models are not relevant to the issues examined here, Tucker’s framework for three-
mode MDS was used.

The most important property of the various three-mode models is their ability to define the
perceived dissimilarity of stimulus SA to Sa for person i as
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where 0, is the angle between dimensions u and v; w~; is, for example, the weight associated with
the u dimension for person i; and u, is, for example, the coordinate on the u dimension for stimulus
SA. All people are assumed to use the same stimulus coordinates, but the weights for the dimensions
and the angle between dimensions are allowed to vary within as well as across people. The INDSCAL
model results when the last term of Equation 1 is dropped, and the Simple Euclidean model is a
special case of the INDSCAL model in which all dimension weights are equal.

As Equation 1 makes apparent, an important factor to consider when selecting an appropriate
MDS model is whether the dimensions of the perceptual space are independent, because the last
term in Equation 1 allows for dependent dimensions. It is possible in some cases to transform
linearly a space with oblique or dependent dimensions to a space with orthogonal or independent
dimensions (MacCallum, 1976b). Therefore, there may exist an INDSCAL model that can provide as
good fit as the three-mode model for a given set of data with dependent perceptual dimensions.
Because the transformation changes the weights for each dimension, the transformed three-
mode and INDSCAL solutions may lead to different interpretations of the same data. If the re-

searcher uses the INDSCAL model, the recovered dimensions will not correspond to the true per-
ceptual dimensions.
Many instances can be found in the psychological literature in which physically distinct stim-

ulus components are perceived dependently. With the wavelength and intensity of light, for

example, a change in wavelength only will cause a change in hue, but it will also often cause a change
in brightness. Another example is the size-weight illusion in which larger objects tend to be judged
heavier than smaller objects of the same mass.

The angle 0 in Equation I can be used as a measure of perceptual dependence. In fact, Dunn
(1976) used the angle between dimensions derived from the three-mode model to investigate in-
dividual differences in the strength of the size-weight illusion.

MacCallum (1976a) showed that the INDSCAL model will not necessarily detect violations of
the assumption of independent dimensions. He simulated dissimilarity data with oblique dimen-
sions, found good fit of the INDSCAL model to the data, and concluded that violations of the
assumption of independent dimensions could go unnoticed with the INDSCAL model and lead
to an unreasonable solution in which the recovered dimensions do not equal the true dimensions.
He also showed that a good fit of the INDSCAL model does not necessarily imply that the assump-
tion of independent dimensions is satisfied. He suggested looking for negative person weights and
correlated stimulus coordinates in an INDSCAL solution as evidence that the assumption of indepen-
dence is violated. When Dunn (1976) analyzed his size-weight illusion data using INDSCAL, however,
he did not find negative person weights or any indication that the INDSCAL model was inappropri-
ate, even though this is a case in which the assumption of independence should be violated. There-
fore, a separate test of dissimilarity data is needed to determine if the dimensions are perceived
independently.
A diagnostic tool for testing perceptual independence with dissimilarity data is suggested here.

The test is based on an axiom called dominance, proposed by Tversky and Gati (1982) as a constraint
on a general class of models that they called monotone proximity structures. In addition to providing
important information about how people process the stimulus dimensions, the test guides the researcher
in selection of the appropriate MDS model. The use of dominance to test independence is motivated
by general recognition theory (Ashby, 1988; Ashby & Perrin, 1988; Ashby & Townsend, 1986) and
its definition of perceptual independence.
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General Recognition Theory

General recognition theory has been used to examine varieties of perceptual independence (Ash-
by, 1988; Ashby & Townsend, 1986), decision rules in the perception and categorization of multidimen-
sional stimuli (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Ashby & Maddox, 1990), perceived similarity (Ashby & Perrin,
1988), and preference judgments (Perrin, 1986). This theory assumes that presentation of the same
stimulus does not always produce the same perceptual effect; thus, perceptual effects x and y are
random with probability density function f(x, y). In an identification experiment with the two stimu-
li, SA and S,,, the person is assumed to divide the perceptual space into regions and to assign a response
to each region. For each trial, the person determines in which region the percept is located and then
emits the associated response (RA or RB). The probability of confusing SB for SA in the two-dimensional
case is given by

where rB is the region in the x,y plane associated with response ~3-
To account for perceived similarity, Ashby and Perrin (1988) assumed that perceived similarity

was proportional to confusability in the absence of response bias. If response bias does not exist,
the decision bound is placed where the likelihood ratio

equals l. Therefore, a measure of the perceived similarity of SA to SB in the two-dimensional case is

where r,, = [(x,y)IL(x,y) < 1], and k is some positive constant. Thus, the similarity of stimulus SA
to SB is naturally defined as the proportion of the SA perceptual distribution falling in the response
region assigned to RB in an unbiased two-choice identification task when k = 1.

The most familiar version of general recognition theory assumes that the perceptual distributions
are multivariate normal. This special case-called the general Gaussian recognition model-is re-
lated to the Case I model of Thurstone’s Law of Categorical Judgment (Thurstone, 1927; see also
Ennis, 1988; Ennis & Mullen, 1986; Ennis, Palen, & Mullen, 1988; Hefner, 1958; MacKay, 1989; Tor-
gerson, 1958; Zinnes & MacKay, 1983). Alternatively, it can be viewed as a multidimensional gener-
alization of signal detection theory (e.g., Graham, Kramer, & Yager, 1987; Green & Swets, 1966;
Nakatani, 1972; Tanner, 1956; Wandell, 1982).

The parameters of the general Gaussian recognition model include a mean vector and covariance
matrix for each stimulus. The diagonal of the covariance matrix contains the variances on each per-
ceptual dimension, and the off-diagonal elements represent the covariances between pairs of dimen-
sions. In this respect, the model is similar to the probabilistic MDS models recently proposed by Ennis
et al. (1988) and MacKay (1989).

General recognition theory of similarity can be formulated in two ways, depending on whether
the stimulus context is considered (Ashby & Perrin, 1988). When three or more stimuli are in the
ensemble, the decision bounds can be placed in the perceptual space by considering any two stimuli
in isolation and ignoring the third stimulus, or by considering the entire ensemble at once. The former
is a context-free similarity model and the latter a context-sensitive model.

Ashby and Perrin (1988) showed that traditional MDS models employing a Euclidean distance metric
are a special case of the context-free general Gaussian recognition model of similarity. If the follow-
ing restrictions are placed on the context-free general Gaussian recognition model, it makes similari-
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ty predictions identical to those of the three-mode MDS model (i.e., Equation 1):
1. For each person, all stimuli have the same associated perceptual covariance matrix,
2. All people have the same configuration of perceptual means, and
3. Similarity and dissimilarity are related by

where C is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.
The general Gaussian recognition model that is equivalent to the three-mode model has a percep-

tual distribution centered at each stimulus point, (uj, v;), and the covariance matrix associated with
every perceptual distribution of person i equals

Thus, in this version of the model, all perceptual covariance matrices are equal for each person. Be-
cause the three-mode model allows each person to have unique values for 0, w,,, and w,, however,
a different covariance matrix may be associated with each person. To find the version of the general
Gaussian recognition model that is equivalent to the INDSCAL model, set 0 = 90°. The version that
reduces to the Simple Euclidean model is found by setting 0 = 90° and all weights to 1.0.

In general recognition theory, perceptual independence occurs if the perceptual effects of the dimen-
sions are statistically independent-that is, if the joint probability distribution of the perceptual ef-
fects associated with a stimulus is equal to the product of the marginal probability distributions for
each dimension (Ashby, 1988; Ashby & Townsend, 1986). In this case, the effects of the perceptual
effects (x, y) of a particular stimulus are statistically independent.

In the special case in which the perceptual distributions are multivariate normal, perceptual in-
dependence is equivalent to a zero correlation between the effects of the dimensions. Therefore, when
the covariance term of the general Gaussian recognition model is equal to 0 the dimensions are per-
ceived independently, and 0-the angle between dimensions u and v in the corresponding three-mode
model-is equal to 90°. Ashby and Townsend (1986) showed that the degree of dependence can be
assessed through the relationship Pxy = -cos(O), where p~ is the correlation between dimensions x
and y. Therefore, because INDSCAL is a special case of the three-mode model in which 0 = 90°, IND-
SCAL assumes perceptual independence.

The relationships between the various models are summarized in Figure 1. Figure la shows the
stimulus representation of four stimuli A, B, C, and D, which vary on physical dimensions X and
Y Figures lb through le show four possible perceptual representations of these stimuli according
to general recognition theory. Figures If through li show the four corresponding perceptual represen-
tations to the above general recognition theory representations according to MDS. In Figure lb, each
stimulus has a different associated covariance matrix. For example, when stimulus A is presented,
the perceptual dimensions x and y are perceived independently, but when stimulus B is presented
x and y exhibit a negative dependence. In this case, there is no equivalent MDS representation.

In Figure lc, dimensions x and y exhibit a positive dependence, but the magnitude of this
dependence (p) does not rely on the stimulus presented. The equivalent MDS representation (Figure
Ig) comes from the three-mode model in which the angle between perceptual dimensions u and v
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satisfies p = -cos(O). In Figure Id, the perceptual dimensions x and y are always perceived indepen-
dently and all stimuli have the same associated covariance matrix. Note, however, that there is greater
variability along dimension y than along dimension x. The equivalent MDS representation is generat-
ed by the INDSCAL model in which greater weight is placed on dimension u. Finally, in Figure le
the perceptual dimensions x and y are perceived independently and the variance on the x dimension
equals the variance on the y dimension for all stimuli. The equivalent MDS representation (Figure
li) is generated by the simple Euclidean model in which equal weights are given to the x and y
dimensions.

Note that the positions of B and C change from the stimulus to the perceptual representations.
This illustrates the fact that the stimulus dimensions do not necessarily equal the perceptual dimen-
sions. Furthermore, B and C are not orthogonal in either MDS representation, even though they are
orthogonal in the stimulus representation. Even in the INDSCAL model, then, the perceptual dimen-
sions u and v are not determined simply by the image of stimulus pairs that happen to be orthogonal
in the stimulus space.

The Dominance Axiom

The dominance axiom is presented here as a test of raw dissimilarity data in order to determine
if the assumption of independent dimensions is satisfied. Tversky and Gati (1982) derived three testa-
ble properties of a class of models they referred to as monotone proximity structures. Of particular
interest is the property they termed dominance. Consider a set of stimuli, identical except for two
physical dimensions. The stimuli can take one of two values on each of these dimensions, with the
resulting four stimuli termed Xa p, Xu q, Xb~, and Xb~. If d(i, j) represents the dissimilarity between
stimuli i and j, the dominance axiom states that

In other words, the dissimilarity of a pair of stimuli differing on two dimensions must exceed
the dissimilarities of both pairs of stimuli that differ on only one of these dimensions. Note that
Equation 7 only uses three of the four stimuli in the ensemble (stimulus Xb p is not used). The
axiom can be generalized to include all four stimuli:

Depending on the specific covariance matrix associated with each stimulus distribution, general recog-
nition theory can predict that dominance will be either satisfied or violated. Ashby and Perrin (1988)
reported a numerical example in which dominance was violated because of a perceptual dependence.
This result raises the possibility that the dominance axiom is closely related to perceptual indepen-
dence. The following result shows that this sensitivity to perceptual dependence is robust. (The proof
of this theorem can be found in the Appendix.)

Tdce&reg;rem: If perceptual independence holds and all perceptual distributions have equal covariance
matrices, the context-free general Gaussian recognition model predicts dominance to be satisfied.

This theorem indicates that there are two different ways in which dominance can be violated: (1)
if a perceptual dependence occurs, and (2) if not all covariance matrices are equal. Fortunately,
dominance is robust with respect to violations of the assumption of equal covariance matrices, even
though it is sensitive to violations of independence. For this reason, it makes a powerful test of per-
ceptual independence.
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Sensitivity to Violations of Perceptual Independence

Numerical investigations (not reported here) revealed that dominance was satisfied with percep-
tually independent dimensions when the ratio of the largest variance on a given dimension to the
smallest variance on the same dimension did not exceed 5.0. Violations of dominance were found

only when this ratio was even more extreme. Such extreme violations of the equal covariance ma-
trices condition result in a situation where even the three-mode MDS model is inappropriate (e.g.,
Figure lb). Unequal covariance matrices would be equivalent to differential weighting of dimensions
across stimuli. If an extreme violation of the equal covariance matrices assumption is suspected,
violations of the dominance axiom should be interpreted with caution. Because the assumptions of
MDS are not met, the dissimilarity data should be interpreted with some nongeometric approach,
such as Tversky’s (1977) feature-contrast model, or Ashby and Perrin’s (1988) general recognition theory.

Simulation Study

The case was considered in which violations of the equal covariance matrices assumption were
not severe; thus some version of MDS was likely to provide an adequate account of the data. The
problem of determining the number and type of violations of dominance to be expected from data
in which the dimensions are truly independent is discussed and contrasted with results from data
collected when the dimensions were dependent.

Generation of Simulated Data

Three conditions were investigated, each of which began with the same initial configuration of
nine stimuli in two dimensions (Figure 2a). The angle between the dimensions u and v varied across
the three conditions. For all hypothetical people (simulees) in the first condition, 0 was set at 90°
which corresponded to a correlation of 0 and a perceptual independence in general recognition the-
ory. 0 was set at 75° in the second condition, which represented a perceptual correlation of .26 in
general recognition theory (Figure 2b). 0 was set at 60° in the third condition, which corresponded
to a perceptual correlation of .5 (Figure 2c).

One hundred dissimilarity matrices were generated for each condition. Simulation of each matrix
began with the initial configuration and included differential weighting of dimensions, systematic
error, and random error. Person weights were generated for each dimension for each of the simulees,
and were set at a level that represented moderate individual differences. Weights on dimension u were
generated to be uniformly distributed on a 0-1 interval. Weights on dimension v were then generated
over the same interval. To ensure moderate individual differences, each simulee’s weight vector-
formed by plotting the two weights-was scaled by a constant so that the new length was between
.7 and .9. This procedure was followed for each of the three conditions.

Dissimilarities between the nine stimuli were computed for each simulee using the three-mode model
(i.e., Equation 1). Note that the three-mode model reduces to the INDSCAL model in the first condi-
tion (with an angle of 90°). The resulting dissimilarities were then scaled to the 1-to-9 scale typically
used in dissimilarity studies. After the scaling, a modification of Girard and Cliff’s (1976) error model
was used to add the error:

where d* is the error-perturbed dissimilarity, s is a normally distributed systematic error component
with a mean of .25 and standard deviation (SD) of .05, d is the original 1-to-9 scaled dissimilarity,
and e is a normally distributed random error component with mean = 0 and SD = .1.
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Systematic error represents differences in how people use the response scale. It was set at a level
representing moderate individual differences in response style. The systematic error component varied
across simulees but was constant within a simulee. Random error was also set at a moderate level,
and each simulee had a different random error component for each generated distance. The error-
perturbed dissimilarities that resulted from Equation 9 tended to underestimate the true dissimilari-
ties at the upper end of the scale, and to overestimate the true dissimilarities at the lower end of
the scale. Each of the 300 error-perturbed dissimilarity matrices was tested for violations of dominance
using Equation 8. A violation of the axiom occurred if any of the four one-dimensional dissimilari-
ties exceeded the associated two-dimensional dissimilarity.

Results

With the configuration of nine stimuli, there were 18 possible tests of the dominance axiom. In
other words, there were 18 sets of four stimuli (or quadruples) in which a two-dimensional dissimilarity
could be compared to the corresponding one-dimensional dissimilarities.

Condition 1, in which perceptual independence was satisfied, had a mean of 2.41 violations of
the dominance axiom out of the 18 possible tests per simulee. A mean of 5.2 violations per simulee
was found when 0 = 75°, and a mean of 9.22 violations was found when 0 = 60°. Furthermore,
the 60° condition had a significantly greater number of violations per simulee than the 75° condition
(t = 22.84, df = 99, p < .0001), and the 75° condition had a significantly greater number of viola-
tions than the 90° condition (t = 11.63, df = 99, p < .0001).

Testing for a significant number of violations has long been a problem that has plagued axiomatic
measurement theory. One solution is to examine the pattern of violations of dominance for each
of the three conditions. Note, however, that some quadruples in Figure 2a are larger than others.
The horizontal and vertical distances between each pair of adjacent stimuli is 1 unit (called &dquo;two-

step quadruples&dquo;) in 8 of the 18 quadruples (e.g., DBAE, GEDH). Another eight quadruples (three-
step quadruples) involve a distance of 2 units on one dimension and 1 unit on the other dimension
(e.g., GBAH, GFDI). Finally, two quadruples involve a distance of 2 units on both dimensions. Because

violations of dominance that are due to random error alone are more likely in the two-step than the
three-step quadruples. However, such violations should be uniformly distributed within all quadru-
ples of the same size.

Conversely, violations of dominance that are due to perceptual dependence are more likely in some
quadruples than others, even when quadruple size is controlled. For example, Figure 2c indicates that
frequent violations were predicted for the quadruple DHGE, because D and H (which differ on two
dimensions) are closer in the space than the corresponding stimulus pairs that differ on only one
dimension (DG, HG, DE, and HE). Yet violations should be rare with the quadruple GEDH.

The following testing strategy is suggested. First, test the null hypothesis that the violations are
uniformly distributed across the entire set of 18 quadruples. If they are, they must be uniformly dis-
tributed across all two-step and three-step quadruples. If the null hypothesis is rejected, then test
the same hypothesis separately on the two-step and three-step quadruples.

Table 1 shows the pattern of violations across the entire 18 stimulus quadruples or tests. The num-
ber of simulees that had a violation of dominance for a given stimulus quadruple is shown for each
test and condition. The first two letters in each quadruple define the two-dimensional dissimilarity
that was tested. A Pearson goodness-of-fit test was used to test the null hypothesis that the observed
frequency distributions were uniform (Marascuilo & McSweeney, 1977). The X} for this test was not
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Table 1
Number of Violations of the Dominance Axiom

Per Stimulus Quadruple for Simulated Data

significant in the first condition (x2 = 11.67, df = 17); thus, the violations found when 0 = 90°
follow no consistent pattern, which is predicted by the general recognition theory account of
dominance.

The pattern of violations in the other two conditions clearly were not uniform. The xZs for the
75° and 60° conditions were 341.64 and 780.35, respectively (df = 17, p < .001 for both tests). Be-
cause the null hypothesis was rejected using all 18 quadruples, the two-step and three-step quadru-
ples were tested separately for each condition in order to test whether the violations were uniform
within the two-step and three-step quadruples. The x2s were significant (df = 7, p < .001) in all
cases (~Z = 111.76 and ~2 = 176.95 for the two-step and three-step quadruples, respectively, in the
75° condition; X2 = 291.56 and x2 = 351.27 for the two- and three-step quadruples, respectively,
in the 60° condition). Therefore, the hypothesis of a uniform distribution of violations of the
dominance axiom in the 75° and 60° conditions was not supported.

The perceptual dependencies actually have the effect of making violations of dominance more
likely for some quadruples and less likely for others. Figure 2c shows that the observed pattern is
predicted by general recognition theory and by the three-mode model. For example, frequent viola-
tions of dominance were correctly predicted for the quadruple DHGE, because D and H (which
differ on two dimensions) are closer in the space than DG, HG, DE, and HE (which differ on only
one dimension). Conversely, the quadruple GEDH was correctly predicted almost never to violate
dominance. (Both these quadruples are two-step quadruples.) Therefore, both the number and the
pattern of violations are important in determining whether the dimensions are perceived independently.

The pattern of violations can be examined further to see if it is consistent with a positive or nega-
tive dependency. A positive dependency represents the case in which the perceived position on one
dimension increases as the position on the other dimension increases. A negative dependency represents
the case in which the perceived position on one dimension decreases as the position on the other
dimension increases. For example, violations would be expected in DHGE but not GEDH under
positive dependency.
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This is exactly the pattern found in the 75° and 60° conditions in which positive dependencies
exist. Quadruples 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, and 18 would be expected to contain violations of
dominance, whereas the other quadruples would not.

The dominance axiom should be able to detect any departure from 90°. However, the smaller the
departure is, the harder it is to detect. As with any test, this is a function of power; more people
are needed to detect smaller departures.

Empirical Application

To examine the generality of the simulation results, data on the size-weight illusion collected by
Dunn (1976) were tested for violations of the dominance axiom. The size-weight illusion is a case
in which perceptual dependencies often arise, and thus general recognition theory predicts a con-
sistent pattern of violations.

I)unn’s Experiment

In Dunn (1976; Dunn & Harshman, 1982), people rated the dissimilarity of pairs of stimuli vary-
ing in size and weight. The stimuli were plastic blocks painted flat black with metal lifting rings on
top. The blocks were cubes in which the length of a side was 50, 65, or 88 mm. The mass of the
blocks was 100, 150, or 225 gm. The two dimensions were factorially combined, which created nine
different stimuli. The configuration of these nine stimuli is the same as the configuration used in
the simulation study.

Nineteen people made dissimilarity ratings on a scale ranging from 0 (exactly alike) to 9 (very dis-
similar). Seventy-two different pairs were judged by each person, and identical pairs were not presented.
The 72 pairs were presented twice to each person, creating a total of 144 judgments per person. Dunn
computed the mean of the four dissimilarity ratings for each pair of stimuli generated by every per-
son, and thus produced a symmetric 9 x 9 dissimilarity matrix for each person. He found good
fit to his data for both the INDSCAL model and the three-mode model.

esults of the Reanalysis

With the nine stimuli of Dunn’s (1976) experiment, 18 tests of dominance were possible. Table
2 shows the number of violations for each quadruple when dominance was tested on the mean dis-
similarity data for each person. A weaker test of dominance is also presented in Table 2. In this case,
the strict inequality in Equation 8 was changed to < . Because the data were collected using a 0-to-9
scale, it can be argued that some of the ties in the judgments do not represent strict equality in per-
ceived dissimilarity, but rather are the result of the restrictive nature of the rating scale. These ties
can represent perceived dissimilarities that are less than, greater than, or equal to other judgments
of the same value. Thus, the weaker test of dominance can be considered an upper bound on the
number of violations that might occur with a larger rating scale.

Some quadruples in Table 2 were more frequently associated with violations of dominance than
others. These quadruples also showed the greatest increase in the number of violations for the weak-
er test. Specifically, it appears that dominance was not violated in all quadruples, but was frequently
violated in quadruples 5, 9, 10, 15, 17, and 18. There were at least nine violations out of the possible
19 upper-bound tests in these quadruples, whereas there were seven or fewer violations in the other
quadruples. Violations in these quadruples would be expected when the dependency is positive, as
in the case of the size-weight illusion.

The pattern of violations also closely resembles the pattern found in the simulation study, with
a few exceptions discussed below. The Pearson goodness-of-fit test performed on the strict dom-
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Table 2
Number of Violations of the Dominance
Axiom for the Size-Weight Illusion Data
(A = 225 gm, 50 mm; B = 150 gm, 50 mm;
C = 100 gm, 50 mm; D = 225 gm, 65 mm;
E = 150 gm, 65 mm; F = 100 gm, 65 mm;
G = 225 gm, 88 mm; H = 150 gm, 88 mm;

I =100 gm, 88 mm)

inance data yielded XI = 47.09 (p < .001, df = 17). This test was also performed on the two- and
three-step quadruples for the strict dominance data. The hypothesis that the three-step quadruples
follow a uniform distribution was rejected (x2 = 30.0, df = 7, p < .001). However, the test was not
significant with the two-step quadruples, which are more sensitive to error. Because the distribution
was not uniform within the three-step quadruples and dominance is less likely to be violated in these
larger quadruples by random error alone, it can be concluded that the overall pattern of violations
does not follow a uniform distribution. Therefore, the dimensions of size and weight were not per-
ceived independently and the appropriate model for the data is the three-mode model.
When the pattern of violations found in the size-weight data were compared with the simulation

results, the quadruples 7, 11, and 12 did not exhibit frequent violations in the size-weight data, even
though they did in the simulation data. These three quadruples compared stimuli that differed across
two levels of weight (225 gm and 100 gm). The quadruples that did exhibit the expected pattern of
violations differed by only one level of weight (225 gm versus 150 gm, or 150 gm versus 100 gm).
As the differences in weight increased, the effect of the size-weight illusion appeared to decrease.
The test of dominance allows discovery of this differential effect of the illusion, whereas solely
examining the scaling solution does not.

Summary and Discussion

The results of both the simulation and empirical studies suggest that dominance is a powerful
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test of perceptual independence for dissimilarity data. The number of violations of the dominance
axiom increases with the degree of perceptual dependence of the dimensions. However, not only the
number of violations is important, but also the pattern of violations across the separate tests of
dominance. Perceptually dependent dimensions have the effect of making violations of dominance
more likely in some quadruples of stimuli in the perceptual space, and less likely in other quadruples.
This pattern is further determined by whether the dependency is positive or negative. A clear, consis-
tent pattern of violations is strong evidence that the dimensions are not perceived independently.

It was shown that the three-mode model is a special case of the general recognition theory that
allows for perceptually dependent dimensions. Therefore, it can predict violations of the dominance
axiom. The INDSCAL model, which assumes independent dimensions, restricts the covariance term
of general recognition theory to be 0 and cannot account for violations of the dominance axiom.
Simply finding a good fit of the INDSCAL model with no negative person weights does not guaran-
tee that the dimensions are perceived independently.

Dunn (1976) found good fit of the INDSCAL model to his data and no negative weights, yet the
size-weight illusion is a well-known case of perceptually dependent dimensions. A consistent pattern
of violations arose when his data were tested for violations of dominance. This suggests that the
dimensions were not perceived independently, and that the dimensions recovered by the INDSCAL so-
lution may not represent the true perceptual dimensions. Thus, the three-mode model representation
is more appropriate than the INDSCAL solution for his data. The pattern of violations in Dunn’s data
also suggests that the illusion decreases as the magnitude of weight differences increases, which would
not be discovered by simply examining either the INDSCAL or three-mode solutions.

The use of dominance to test for perceptual independence provides important information about
how people process stimulus dimensions. Because there may exist an equivalent INDSCAL model to
a three-mode model and both solutions may lead to good fit, however, a separate test of indepen-
dence on dissimilarity data is necessary to determine which MDS model is appropriate. A clear, con-
sistent pattern of violations of the dominance axiom is strong evidence for perceptually dependent
dimensions, and the three-mode model will thus lead to a more appropriate interpretation of the
perceptual space. In such cases, an INDSCAL solution may indicate good fit to the data, but the dimen-
sions recovered by INDSCAL will not correspond closely to the perceptually dependent dimensions
employed by the people (MacCallum, 1976a). Few violations and a random pattern of violations of
dominance are evidence that the INDSCAL model’s assumption of independence is satisfied, and there-
fore that a good-fitting INDSCAL solution should lead to the correct interpretation of the data.

Appendix

Pr-oof.~ For convenience and without loss of generality, assume the XQ Y mean is (0,0), the X,,~ mean
is (0,~,,,), the Xb Y mean is (p~,0), and the X,~ mean is (~x,~,,). Suppose the variance on each dimen-
sion is a’ and 0;. As long as similarity and dissimilarity are inversely related, the dominance axiom
(i.e., Equation 7) can be written in terms of similarities as

Equation 4 is used to compute these similarities in the general Gaussian recognition model. Ashby
and Perrin (1988) show that under the conditions of the theorem and k arbitrarily set to 1.0, the Equa-
tion 4 integral reduces (to Morrison, 1976, p. 235)
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where 0 is the standard normal cumulative distribution function and dij is the Mahalanobis distance
between the means of stimuli Si and S;. Therefore dominance is satisfied if

or equivalently if

Substituting specific parameter values and simplifying reveals that dominance holds if

which is true for all values of Ilx, ~.y, af, and af. The theorem can be shown to hold for the more
general Equation 8 version of dominance in an analogous fashion.
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